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Figure 1 Five stages of the UTC time distribution in power distribution encumbered with faults and loss of synchronization hazard (time gaps)
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INTRODUCTION

In years 2015-2017 the Elproma Company participated in the international project DEMETRA² Horizon 2020⁴. The project provided 9 new synchronization time services⁵, some supporting the GALILEO system implemented by the EU. In order to execute the entrusted task well, DEMETRA⁶ was preceded by numerous market surveys that determined industry demand for the synchronization services. Numerous technical audits were conducted in the area of the EU concerning selected synchronization systems based on current satellite GPS system and the Ethernet TCP/IP network. Their results revealed numerous imperfections of the current working solutions (figure 1).

Elroma has joined the DEMETRA⁴ project as an expert in the Ethernet time distribution protocols: NTP (Network Time Protocol) and PTP/IEEE1588 (Precision Time Protocol). It was also entrusted with the task of designing a new method of secured time distribution, which could be e.g. used for secured UTC transfer, for legal applications. The conclusions from DEMETRA became the basis for continuation of the R&D work in other EU projects.

BRUSSELS DG-ENERGY 2017 WORKSHOP

The DEMETRA conclusions were presented during the meeting on 6 February 2017 at DG-ENERGY⁶ in Brussels. A thesis was formed there by prof. Vaccaro (DEMETRA Team) of a possible successful cyber-attack scenario on the synchronization infrastructure in the Smart Grid energy sector (A Time Synchronization Attack), the result of which could be e.g. a blackout. Even though the probability of effectiveness of this attack still seems to be small, experts are disturbed by overlapping circumstances that are conducive to this hazard:

- terrorism and cyber-terrorism hazards,
- geopolitical changes observed during this decade,
- low level of awareness of the synchronization role in the strategic sectors of the EU states economies,
- numerical (digital) representation of time inside IT devices cause error to be dependent on BIT-weight positions. In such case an error of nanoseconds, seconds, hours, months and years seems to be highly the same equally probable
- growing complexity of IT systems interdependence that can cause a large scale domino effect,
- the niche nature of synchronization means that this segment comprises a small number of experts; it limits the possibility of information exchange on a large scale
- lack of alternative solutions, implementing a procedure in the case of occurrence of a cyber-attack on Synchronphasors synchronization

According to the requirements described in documents IEEE [29] [30], the synchronising should ensure:

1) synchronization in Time Domain of the UTC,
2) providing of 1 microsecond [µs] with the assumption of maximal number of #16 hops (switches and routers) of the Ethernet network. Each hop inputs extra 50 ns of delay on average, which defines the necessity of providing by the time server of the precision at least better than 200ns (200x \(10^{-6}\) second). Only few time server providers meet this requirement including ELROMA NTS-5000 PTPv2 IEEE1588:2008 with the ENERGY profile and hardware stamping
3) synchronization accuracy of 500 ns for a line state supervision and precise damage location using the travelling wave technique

The 1µs accuracy of synchronization is necessary to manage power distribution. The control is performed by a phase angle measurement (figure 4) and is executed using networking PMU devices (Phasor Measurement Unit) determined in standard IEEE C37.118.1a (Figure 5)

This precise synchronization forms the critical parameters of distributing and managing electric power. The current state of the energy network is based on the estimation that is based on the current data readout from the measurement PMU systems. Therefore, the data must be transferred to the control systems with the smallest possible delay.

Pieces of information not correlated in time can provide untrue or outdated - invalid data. It can result in taking a wrong decision of redirecting power control and flow of the distributed energy. Especially deviation of the phase angle generates the hazard of a serious energetic breakdown and even a blackout. Losing synchronization of the PMU could cause blackout similar to one on the East Coast (USA) in August 2003 (figure 6).

Note, that a time error of 1 µs corresponds to a synchronphasor phase error of 0.022 degrees for a 60 Hz system and 0.018 degrees for a 50 Hz system. A phase error of 0.57 degrees (0.01 radian) will by itself cause 1% TVE. This
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⁴ The official website www.demetratime.eu INRIM: http://time.inrim.it/EN2020-Demetra/
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corresponds to a time error of ±26 μs for a 60 Hz system and ±31 μs for a 50 Hz system.

Monitoring of energy distribution is executed using the SCADA systems (Figure 7) generating relevant alarms, including especially the ones informing on too large changes of the phase angle. It is equally important to transfer this data with known delay to enable the power distribution operator’s reaction without the risk of a blackout breakdown. Delay has seemed to be a main reason of Italian-France-Switzerland September 2003 blackout.

The rigour of maintaining these synchronization parameters in the energetics is regulated by the standard IEC61850-9-2Bus&Station. According to DEMETRA [42] it is just the fear of an efficient cyber-attack on the synchronization infrastructure that is based on GPS, which causes that until today the largest American management system WAMPAC (Wide Area Monitoring, Protection, and Control Systems) remains in the data supervision “read-only” mode i.e. without active control automatics redirecting the power of the distributed energy. This still remains under operator’s semi-automatic control.

That is why it is so important to create a failsafe, reliable time distribution mechanism of robust synchronization, the one that unconditionally guarantees maintaining of the rigour of 1 μs accuracy for Power Distribution and Smart Grids. This requirement is described by standards: IEEE C37.238, IEEEEC37.128.1 updated later in in 2014 to IEEEC37.128.1a.

All documents describe UTC to be the obligatory time scale. But as described on the next pages of the article, some of today’s time transfer standards (e.g.) PTP/IEEE1588 requires require the TAI time scale, other old IRIG systems might still operate using even local time.

Nevertheless, a modern synchronization system needs to provide reference time for a common Time Domain operation inside the whole power distribution network. Today this can be achieved on two ways described below on Figure 9 and Figure 10. For the time distribution it is also possible to use a mixed hybrid model of these two.

Each event in the network generating an alarm or warning is recorded in the LOG system with a timestamp (date and time - ToD) of occurrence. Maintaining the chronology of these events requires precise synchronization of all the system elements, including servers, controllers, sensors (incl. PMU) and even the SQL data base system (DB).

In the case of a breakdown, the LOG records will provide necessary information to identify the problem. It is possible only when the system remains synchronised keeping chronology of all events. Preserving of the cause and effect result relations allows to replay the precise sequence of the events and to determine the breakdown cause. Unauthorised changes of the LOG file content or poor
synchronization render identification of the breakdown cause impossible.

At present the LOG files are protected by the privileged user (e.g. admin) rights and breaking into the system with these rights allows for altering the records (Figure 11). Unfortunately, LOG data is mostly not strongly protected. Cyber-security is simply weak if the following properties are not taken into account:

**Authentication** - where source of time is cryptographically secured and therefore trusted. Trusted time stamps should be used to keep chronology of all LOG events,

**Integrity** – a time transfer protocol (NTP/PTP) and a LOG Data, needs to be secured from unauthorized modification,

**Non-repudiation** means events stored in LOG are in chronology that basis on trusted authenticated time. Since LOG data keeps integrity (it is private key signed), a non-repudiation can be proven for each timestamped even,

**Validity** is achieved once the PKI electronic certificates are in use too. PKI certificates include more data information: certificate validity date, certificate issuer information and it’s usage range. There is private key and public key tightly linked to certificate too. The validity of certificates is maintained by CA (Certificate Authority) software tools.

The synchronization is also used in energy metering, in virtual trading with energy, billing and invoicing. The synchronization faults do not bring in the direct tailspin risk here though, but they can be the reason of financial loss on different scale.

A certain sub-area of the synchronization in the power distribution that requires much precision of at least 500 ns is also worth mentioning. This precise time is used to measure the travelling wave - reaction to the pattern, used to diagnose the state of the transfer lines and to indicate the damaged spots. The larger the clock precision the more precise is the possibility to find the transfer line damage spot. It is applied both for the overhead as well as underground lines (Figure 12).

The breakdowns in the energy sector exert influence on other branches of the industry and especially on: industry, telecommunication (TV/radio/Internet), financial sector, public administration, transportation and in towns on water mains and sewage system, street traffic control, railway traffic, air traffic control, etc. Each larger breakdown in the energetics carries a risk of periodical destabilisation of some region. Planned surgeries are cancelled at hospitals, work of the public services is subject to numerous difficulties. Social unrest is stimulated by disinformation caused by the lack of communication and overwhelming darkness after sunset. The prospect of difficulties in accessing ones funds/bank accounts only intensifies the predominating uncertainty.

Due to these reasons the energy sector remains within the interest of groups of hackers and is exposed to attacks. A new challenge is the protection of the energy infrastructure, which is sensitive to the results of desynchronization.

**FIVE RISK GROUPS OF ERROR ARISING**

During the process of time transfer the risk of synchronization error occurrence appears in the following five stages that are demonstrated on the drawing (Figure 1) on a very first page of this article:

**stage 0** – Ground Base System (sending data to satellites)
- internal GNSS errors
- military nature of some of GNSS systems like GPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU does not guarantee time service availability to all global civil markets

**stage 1** – Space to GNSS receiver transfer
- jamming of GNSS signals (GNSS Jamming)
- on earth simulation of GNSS signals (GNSS Spoofing)
- lack of leap second handling (Leap Second)
- internal errors of GNSS satellite receivers
- multi-second differences of satellite time scales: GPST, GLONASST, BEIDOUT, GALILEOT etc.

**stage 2** – file transfer via the public Internet network
- lack of cryptographic file protection e.g. bulletin-C EIRS, gives a possibility of manipulation with time based on a file substitution (no private key signature),

**stage 3** – time transfer via the Ethernet and NTP protocol:
- lack of the leap second announcement signal
- influence of the network asymmetry
- deliberate introduction of delays (e.g. Time Delay Attack)

**stage 4** – transfer via the Ethernet PTP/IEEE1588:2008
- lack of authentication of the data sent by the protocol
- UTC complex representation (TAI + #Leap Seconds)
- deliberate introduction of delays e.g. Time Delay Attack
- random traffic load increase a queue delays

**stage 5** - hardware level internal transfer
- system diversification OS and firmware software
The scale of the synchronization error may vary in range from nanoseconds even up to whole seconds and even years. It is related to the numeric time representation (various weights of the particular bits representing time) when the generally known factors such as temperature or stability of network delays normally give reasonably small errors. Numeric overflows or unexpected network traffic usually generates random high-level time errors.

SYNCHRONIZATION ERROR SOURCES

1. Jamming & Spoofing GNSS

Jamming means the ability of local “overpowering” of original GNSS satellite signals with inexpensive, but very effective devices available for sale e.g. in the Internet shops. Effectiveness of operation of the GPS jammers depends on the power of the transmitter. Contemporary jamming devices are perfectly adjusted to the frequency of the satellite signal and the jamming signal emitted by them more frequently takes into consideration the advanced properties of specific GPS carriers L1-L5. The effectiveness of jamming depends on RF transmitter power, terrain shape, town planning and satellite receiver location.

Not a long time ago, about a decade back in time, their use in the synchronization segment was accidental. Numberless instances of use were so poorly documented that it was difficult to tell the difference between deliberate real jamming from the influence of electromagnetic noise interferences. At present the use of jamming devices becomes more and more popular. Today USA and EU records incidents with their use more and more frequently.

So far as the clock #1 (Figure 14) does not have alternative for the GNSS ways of obtaining UTC ref. (e.g. from NMI and remotely accessible NTP/PTP servers), its time will gradually degrade itself depending on stability of the local holdover oscillator, giving more and more incorrect indications in respect of the UTC.

If the clock features high quality oscillators (e.g. Rubidium) installed in than the degrading process (the UTC error increase rate) may be slowed down until the GNSS satellite signal reception is restored. For this to take place the oscillators must synchronize themselves to GNSS or remotely to NMI prior to this. This operation mode of the operation is called the holdover mode. Depending on the oscillator stability and the requested synchronization accuracy the UTC time in the holdover mode can be maintained (e.g. for 1µs): minutes (TCXO), hours (OCXO), or even days (Rubidium). The important and necessary to be fulfilled condition is keeping power supply and not resetting the clock (NTP/PTP server).

The oscillator unsynchronised with the GNSS works in the FreeRun mode providing stable frequency of the signal but not granting the UTC phase synchronization. Synchronization and its error can be illustrated using shooting butts, the centre of which symbolizes the reference UTC (Figure 15).

Clocks and NTP/PTP servers without installed holdover oscillators react immediately to GNSS jamming and introduce a large clock drift.

Spoofing GNSS depends on faking the satellite signal beam in order to enter the receiver into the position error and time error. Selected GNSS systems (e.g. GALILEO) foresee introduction of new protection mechanism against this kind of hazard. At present the spoofing devices remain expensive enough for the probability of their use to be much smaller than the use of the jammers. Spoofing is much more danger than jamming. Commercial GNSS receivers are not able to recognize spoofing and therefore they synchronize local oscillators to false reference of time.
There are 3 ways to prevent GNSS spoofing:

I. The UTC ref. time diversification (Method 1). Depending on simultaneous use of larger number than 3 of UTC sources (independent one from another) and the time transfer methods. The time signals can be obtained simultaneously (Figure 16):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GNSS Rcv RF (a)</th>
<th>NMI Ethernet (b)</th>
<th>OSC Local 1PPS (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF-in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a) from many GNSS receivers
- b) from remote NMI clocks via Ethernet
- c) locally from the holdover oscillators (OSC)

II. GNSS firewall (Method 2) is now available as commercial product. It is implementing a special case of diversification Method 1 (above). It is ready to use “box”, that neutralizes spoofing (frequently GNSS jamming too) by providing a “clean” simulated RF output signal (Figure 17).

In the case of spoofing, as in the instance of jamming risk, diversification in simultaneous use of many independent ref. UTC sources is important. Diversification of the ref. time supplying method is no less important too (Figure 19).

III. Advanced GNSS receiver (Method 3). It is new concept so-called Trusted Synchronization Node.

Figure 19 Two separate GNSS receivers (each based on different GNSS chip supplier) located within the radius of 0.7km from the ELROMA NTS-5000-time server minimize/ minimise the effectiveness of GNSS jamming and spoofing. The fake GNSS signals can be identified and rejected if the server uses simultaneously alternative sources and methods of the time supply.

Figure 18 Device identifying jamming and showing the direction of its source

This method is distinguished by the fact that it uses technologically very advanced (frequently custom built) GNSS receivers, and therefore it is expensive too.

In practice, Method 3 can be enriched with non-commercial GNSS-firewall devices described above, (Method 2) provided assuming that the devices used will be positively verified for cyber security. However, if Method 3 is specifically limited to a competent satellite system (e.g. GALILEO) and uses its functional extensions (e.g. QKD – a Quantum Key Distribution or single photon, entanglement protection) devices such as GNSS-firewall will not be necessary. A Trusted Synchronization Nodes should be considered to cover specific region of town, country side, country. It should be equipped with high accuracy oscillators Cs/H-maser/Rubidium to perform autonomous holdover operation in case of GNSS internal
errors, advanced jamming and spoofing attacks. Trusted Synchronization Nodes also should provide multi-standard synchronization outputs incl. NTP, PTP IEEE1588, IRIG.

Disadvantages of methods 1-3:

**Method 1** implementation is time consuming, requiring experience, experts and access to NMI clock resources.

**Method 2** (GNSS firewall) is simple ready to use commercial solution. Its advantage is the ability of to track multiple GNSS (GPS, GALILEO, GLONASS, BEIDOU, QZSS, IRNSS) simultaneously. It also tracks multiple carriers L1-L5. Its disadvantage is the requirement of replacing exiting GNSS receiver by putting a commercial GNSS firewall on the front of the connection chain (Figure 20).

Furthermore, a commercially available product brings a risk of including Trojan horse and Back door when using, and therefore they should be well tested for cyber-security scheme (Figure 21).

**Method 3** (Trusted Synchronization Nodes) is requiring state (UE) level investment for each country (city).

2. **Lack of resistance of commercial GNSS receivers to external GPS, GLONASS etc. system errors**

The UTC error case known as SVN23 occurred on January 26th 2016. The internal error of the GPS satellite system input into the commercial receivers on Earth the error of 13.5 µs in respect of the UTC time maintained correctly by the remaining GNSS systems like GLONASS, BEIDOU, and GALILEO and the NMI metrology institutes that had atomic clocks. The 13.5 µs was invisible even by the multiple-satellite GNSS receivers because the GPS is still most frequently the leading base satellite system. A part of the receivers on Earth could demonstrate other errors, e.g. smaller than 13.5 µs. This error was registered but not multiplied by the national metrology institutes (NMI) that had their own atomic clocks not dependent on GPS.

In the case of the GPS 13.5 µs SVN23 error it destabilised for many hours the operation of the IT systems, which was described in the media (e.g. BBC10). The size of the error, even though apparently small, threatened the stability of the energy and telecom sector exceeding max. permissible UTC time error. The SVN23 instance demonstrated that the GPS system was not failsafe. Perhaps UTC offset could be larger if the error concerned more significant bits of the data records representing the time numerically represented inside the GPS satellite system.

The results of the SVN23 errors do not differ from GPS spoofing symptoms and constitute exactly the same problem to be solved. In order to detect such an error, it is necessary to have access to the other independent UTC ref. source that is not burdened with an error. The national metrology institutes (NMI) have at their disposal such reference time sources that are independent from the GPS and other systems from GNSS group.

The results presented in on (Figure 23) of the 13.5 µs deviations laboratory tested at NMI11, of different GPS receiving devices (a colour is allocated to the particular measurement of different device – Figure 23) demonstrate that the tested receivers and GPS servers react with variable delay and inertia to the same SVN23 error. It proves unexpected additional time differences between the specific GNSS receivers, which would not occur if the receivers were identical, even though still susceptible to the same GPS SVN23 error. The above once more prompts to think over construction of solutions, which would be able
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9 GNSS Inside (SVN23) http://www.insidegnss.com/node/4829

to obtain the standard UTC time from the independent sources and with the methods independent of each other e.g. like: GNSS (RF), NMI (Ethernet) and local OSC.

In order to determine the correct UTC time, the receiver must not only receive and decode the information from the satellite, but also it must also take into consideration a number of mathematical corrections related to the satellite movement (e.g. time dilatation resulting from the Einstein’s special relativity theory, microwave carrier beam propagation in the atmosphere etc.).

The final quality (exactness and precision) of the UTC time produced by the GNSS commercial receiver internally depends on the algorithm implemented in the firmware, hardware efficiency (clocking frequency, processor architecture, available memory size, sensitivity of radio-receiver etc.) The receiver can either weight in favour (e.g. GPS) or diminish the role of the particular other systems of the GNSS group increasing or decreasing their weights during averaging of the UTC determining. The algorithm and values of the weights always remain confidential information of the OEM manufacturer and are not indicated in the technical specification of a commercial GNSS receiver.

3. Multi-second time divergence between the timescales

It is said colloquially the “time from the GPS”, but in practice it almost always concerns the UTC time scale. Inaccurate terms and jargon, however, may lead to an error resulting in multi-second divergences in the range from 18 to 37 second (status quo Feb 2018), differing one from another with the GPST, TAI time scales and the UTC scale.

A little-known fact is that the particular satellite systems of the GNSS group use time scales internally differing one from another for many seconds\(^1\): GPST, GLONASST, BEIDOUT, GALILEOT (the T extension meaning time).

These scales are rendered accessible as a multiple of the GNSS receiver. The resulting UTC time received on the output of the GNSS receiver is calculated in this particular receiver. Receivers (e.g. GPS) are frequently treated in the way similar to a LAN network interface card (NIC) i.e. as if they received the time from a satellite and transferred it further on to the IT system. Is is a large simplification.

\(^1\) Metsahovi Radio Observatory - GPS Time Disruptions on 26-Jan-2016
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gravitational clock. The PPS does not include information about the hour, minutes or the number of seconds. This information is indicated by ToD (time of a day) and it is completed with the Gregorian calendar information (year, month, day). The reason for the possibility of a “one second trap” error occurrence is the difficulty to allocate the correct 1PPS slope to a correct ToD marker (Figure 26). The synchronization failures and time divergence errors related to it should be explained by a poor cooperation between groups of engineer’s and time experts. When one group assumes failsafe operation of the purchased GNSS receivers the second group thinks that the presented problem is obvious and clear for anyone. Unfortunately, this problem also affects the most reputable companies manufacturing GNSS devices, an especially risky situation is related to leap second support.

5. Leap Second

The reason for implementation of an additional leap second is slowing down of the rotary movement of the Earth that has been observed for many years. In theory the rotation could also speed up, but it has not been observed so far. A correction helps to maintain the relation of the UTC time scale and the astronomical time that has been watched. The last 37 leap second was added at UTC midnight 31/12/16.

The decision to add or deduct a leap second is taken (and announced) many months in advance by IERS (International Earth Rotation Service). The information is published in the form of a bulletin-C file. There are two permissible scenarios (Figure 27) of adding or deducting of the leap second:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scale dependence formula UTC-TAI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 June time 23:59:60 UTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>#Leap-Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 December time 23:59:60 UTC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There also exist two spare scenarios (3,4), not used until now, of changes with dates: 31 March and 30 September.

But, the PTP/IEEE1588 distribution protocol transfers via the network only the UTC scale components in the form of: TAI time and a number of leap seconds (#Leap-Seconds), which must be deducted from the TAI, in order to obtain the UTC time on the client side (called PTP-slave).

The synchronised PTP client merges the data received with the PTP/IEEE1588 protocol data himself according to the formula transferred to (Figure 27) and thereby transfers to the PTP-Slave side full responsibility for correct calculation of the definite UTC time in the client system. It can be performed on the level of the network interface, an application (APP) or inside of the kernel.

In any case this approach seems to be hazardous and can lead to arising of one second time differences resulting from various methods of losing the leap second. The PTP/IEEE1588 protocol also does not provide cryptographic authentication of the time information transferred via the Ethernet network, which forms a safety gap allowing for changing of the protocol data (e.g. the #Leap_Second parameter). Probably the resistance to these situations is not taken into consideration in the energetics.

For above reasons and to avoid risk of losing synchronization of Synchrophasors (IEEE C.37.118.1a) there is not clear written recommendation to use TAI, while all other computing (including LOG event reporting from Synchrophasors) must use UTC.

The NTP protocol demonstrates the UTC time ready for use without detailing the components TAI and #Leap seconds (as it does the PTP/IEEE1588). The NTP protocol announces only the change of the leap second, which is to take place to prepare the NTP client system to lose one second.

The announcements of the leap seconds can be supplied both via the satellite GNSS systems and via the TCP/IP (Bulletin-C file) Ethernet network as well as via the announcement flag in the NTP and PTP/IEEE1588 protocols. However, in each case the client (NTP-client, PTP-Slave) side and his operating system or the device firmware are responsible for handling the leap second internally. The following ways to handle the leap second are possible:

1) Turning back of the client’s system time by 1 second at the end of the leap second, so in a new UTC day the same second 00 will appear before second 01 appears.

2) Turning back by 1 second in the beginning of the leap second (similar as in p.1 above), but second 59 will be repeated before new second 00 appears,

3) Stopping for 1 second of the client’s clock

4) Stopping of the UTC clock with simultaneous minimal increase of time counters and stamps contents. This smooth losing of one second does not cause time leaps.

The IT systems in the energetics originating from different decades differ with the methods of handling the leap second (points 1-4). It may cause occurrence over 1 second error in the intervals from 12 hours before to 12 hours after the UTC midnight during handling of the leap second.

Lack of the cryptographic PKI authentication (protection of the bulletin-C file) brings in the risk of changing of the whole file with the data concerning the number and schedule of the leap second changes. It leaves a major cyber-security gap in the IT systems security system using this file and can be used to desynchronise the whole IT system. The content of the file is in the truth protected with the SHA abbreviation function, but lack of the PKI
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14 https://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/bul/bulc/int/leap-seconds.list
authentication, e.g., in the form of a digital signature with a private key of IERS deteriorates substantially the synchronization safety when using automatic download of bulletin-C file. Then the lack of authentication of the PTP (IEEE1588) protocol and the fact of transferring with the protocol of the information split into its components (TAI and #Leap-Sea), might bring the same result: a change of the leap second number. Due to the above-mentioned reasons the correct and collision free handling of the leap second for the sake of cyber-safety remains one of the most difficult challenges for the IT and NMI community in this and in the following decades. Therefore, it is important to implement the necessary legal regulations standardising the principles of handling this second in the IT systems. Handling of the leap second can be accompanied by a number of side effects. Some of them can lead to not deterministic behaviour of controllers/sensors and even of the entire IT systems. It is illustrated by the case described as: https://access.redhat.com/solutions/154793

6. Destabilization of the operating system (firmware) from UTC processing on the OS kernel level

The legible time and date presentation format known from displays (Figure 28 - upper part) is formatted in upper layers of the operating system. The deeper we go into the kernel (OS kernel) the more canonical appearance is taken by the time representation of the unique time marker represented with a number. A change of the number reflects time passing and special counters are responsible for this change that are closely related to the definite architecture and hardware (systems, PMU controllers, etc.). The time in the form of markers has a less legible form, but it allows for representation of the time with very high definition and precision (Figure 28 - left column). Process management (concurrency) and task management (multithreading) are related to serialized unique time markers. During handling of the leap second the display presented as the 61 second (Figure 28 - the upper central column in red), inside of the operating system OS is handled differently.

After rescaling, the system goes back in time, causes repeated execution of a certain number of time markers (Figure 28 - right side, a lower part of diagram). It can cause undesirable second execution of actions. In certain cases, such as e.g., in the case of the Linux Redhat system it can destabilize operation of the whole operating system (OS deadlock, kernel panic etc.).

The problem is much wider than handling of the leap second. It concerns all of the clock resets, except API calling. Turning back the system time is especially dangerous. We draw attention to this, because it seems that this action is natural in the synchronization process.

7. Time Delay Attack

The Marvell Company presented a theoretical model of an attack in the network, depending on the introduction of deliberate delays (Figure 29) of synchronization NTP and PTP packages on the level of the migration and round trip. This attack cannot be stopped with the contemporary security protection methods because even encrypted packages are subject to delay and their content is not subject to any modification. Probably the only effective countermeasure method can be in the future the quantum cryptography of the whole fibre-optic network infrastructure.

HIDDEN WEAK SIDES OF SYNCHRONIZATION

Site visits of the existing GPS installations disclosed many very simple imperfections. Excessive numbers of the GNSS aerials installed on roofs closely to electrical devices, without the full sky view, very often close one to another, installed on lightning installations not only disturb their operation but also make an easy target for GNSS satellite signal jammers. The system audits performed demonstrated the picture of installation not resistant to GPS signal fading away (no holdover). The problem is also lack of continuous simultaneous operator’s monitoring of so many satellite GNSS receivers. Personnel poorly trained in respect of the monitoring and operation of the receivers requires periodical training, but first of all there is lack of implemented proceeding procedures in the cases of no synchronization or synchronization loss. It is necessary to check the currently possessed installation immediately.
SYNCHRONIZATION IMPROVEMENT

In order to assure a reliable synchronization, a robust, reliable UTC ref. time source is necessary and the auditor’s supervision of the efficiency of synchronization on the side of the client’s applications. This approach will gain importance in the with the increase in synchronization precision. It is very important to provide a larger number of UTC model sources independent of each other, from which the system can choose by itself the best ref. time sources and reject the faulty ones. It takes a long time to create the systems resistant to disturbances, assessing the quality of the received time model coming simultaneously from: GNSS, NMI and local oscillators. For the new European satellite GALILEO system there appears an important mission of increasing the role of the GNSS, which today is created mutually by the military systems like: GPS, GLONASS, BEIDOU.
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In the future the energy distributors will no doubt organize themselves and form their own UTC time reserve reference and distribution centres. These centres should be formed in cooperation with the NMI and remain under their substantive supervision. The centres will be equipped with high quality clocks and the NTP/PTP servers providing compliance of synchronization with the domestic UTC(k) reference. The centres will be able to collect time simultaneously from the GNSS and NMI (Figure 31) and will support one another (Figure 32) in providing a reserve of the UTC model time of high quality. The solutions like these should be able to recognise the false time providers (Falsetickers) and to exclude them from the UTC suppliers group (similar to a virus quarantine concept). The first systems like this have already been established in the world.

Synchronization should also become the component of the energy safety strategy, even though blackout breakdowns occur rarely. Awareness of the risk of an efficient cyber-attack on the synchronization infrastructure, which anyway by its nature is not free from faults (which is presented in this article) gives a new insight into energy safety. The risk of synchronization destabilisation in the energetics grows with the evolution of the contemporary energy systems to the form of the Smart Grid - the intelligent electric power network, in which there exists the two-way communication between all the participants of the energy market. Its objective is to provide new energy telecommunication services assuring lowering of the infrastructure maintenance costs. It is also to promote development of widely understood environment friendly energy. The Smart Grid allows for simultaneous connection to the main of the renewable energy sources of the new generation. It can trigger a domino effect though, if it is not provided with Robust Synchronization.
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